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Thank you, Chris, for inviting me to speak at this year’s DC Fintech Week conference.
I’m honored to be here to open one of the leading gatherings globally of academics, officials, and
practitioners focused on financial technology and regulatory issues.
A lot has happened in the crypto space since last year’s conference.
Back then, the crypto industry seemed unstoppable. Financial regulators were working to
keep up with the pace of change. On some days, it felt like the primary risk facing us was the
risk of being left behind.
Today, things are different. The collapse of Terra, the associated crash in crypto markets,
and the demise of numerous platforms exposed severe weaknesses in the risk management
practices at a range of crypto firms. 1 The events also revealed the scope of risks to consumers,
the hidden interconnectedness between many crypto participants, and the risk of contagion. 2
To protect consumers and the financial system, regulators must be able to identify and
monitor crypto risks efficiently and effectively. With my time this morning, I’ll be discussing
three lenses, which may help that risk identification.
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Lens #1: Skeuomorphism: Bridge or Disguise?
The crypto industry arose out of a desire to disrupt and disintermediate the traditional
financial system (“TradFi”). 3 Yet, crypto has mimicked TradFi concepts to market itself and
grow. 4
This reliance is understandable. Few know what a distributed ledger is, let alone how it
can store and transmit value. But everyone is familiar with a bank deposit and many are invested
in stocks and bonds. Referencing or analogizing to what is familiar can help make what is novel
less scary to newcomers. Once users engage, the theory goes, they can then discover, learn, and
use what is actually new.
This approach has a name: skeuomorphism. 5 Skeuomorphism is a design concept that
was generalized and made popular by tech leaders like Steve Jobs at Apple. 6 When the iPhone
was released in 2007, it was novel. The public at the time was used to mobile devices with
physical buttons and maybe a scroll wheel. Apple faced a challenge. How would it get
consumers to interface with a touchscreen?
Apple designed certain functions to look familiar, even though it did not have to. The
keypad and keyboard, clockface, calculator, and other features looked and operated like
traditional devices. These skeuomorphic designs enabled the uninitiated to pick up the iPhone
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and use it immediately, without having to invest time and energy learning how to use a whole
new kind of technology.
In short, skeuomorphic design helped bridge the past to the future. Technically, it was not
necessary and, to some Apple engineers, probably seemed unduly dumbed down. But to the
public, the device’s interface was intuitively understandable, which made it immediately usable
and provided a path for rapid adoption.
In this example, skeuomorphism served as a bridge, which was positive—a catalyst for
transformational change. This may be how crypto advocates see crypto’s reliance on
skeuomorphic TradFi concepts.
The problem, however, is that crypto is not TradFi. The skeuomorphic representations
are, at best, facades. The real thing is quite different.
Take, for example, something as simple as ownership. Owning a traditional asset like a
stock or a bond is well understood and clear. The legal frameworks for establishing ownership,
exercising control, and perfecting a security interest are well developed and have been pressure
tested. Representations of ownership—via bank and brokerage statements, for instance—are
fairly standardized and familiar, due in part to a host of disclosure and investor protection rules. 7
Crypto borrows heavily from this. The language and online experience of owning and trading
crypto matches that of traditional assets. The reality, however, is very different. When you buy
crypto through an app or a centralized exchange, what exactly do you own? Where is your
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private key? 8 Is possession of the key the same as ownership? 9 How does one distinguish
between possession and control? 10 These are foundational issues, yet the crypto industry’s
skeuomorphic tendencies elide these basic questions, which need to be answered if the industry
wants to mature and sustainably scale.
Custody is another example of the industry’s reliance on skeuomorphism. In TradFi,
custody is well defined. Customers know what they are getting when they ask a custodian bank
to safekeep traditional assets. The scope of those custodians’ responsibilities and the legal
frameworks and operational requirements for establishing ownership, demonstrating control,
transferring, rehypothecating, and safekeeping assets are well known.
The same cannot be said of certain crypto custodians. 11 The manner in which centralized
crypto exchanges, trading and payment apps, and others “custody” their customers’ crypto
“holdings” is quite different from what banks and brokerages do for their clients in TradFi.
Under most centralized crypto platform agreements, user assets are commingled directly with
platform assets—a practice that would not be acceptable or deemed to constitute custody in
TradFi. 12 While customers could read each crypto platform’s terms of use, those platforms’
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descriptions of their “custody” arrangements make something novel and complex feel as familiar
and safe as TradFi.
Another example of skeuomorphism in crypto are “crypto savings accounts.” Until
recently, platforms like Celsius and Voyager Digital encouraged consumers to “unbank”
themselves 13 and promised rewards for crypto-assets “deposited” onto their platforms. 14 Returns
were paid in additional units of crypto and sometimes referred to as “yield,” quoted in terms of
“APY,” borrowing a banking term with a regulation behind it and the suggestion of a stable,
predictable return. In some cases, users were assured that they could reclaim their assets at any
time, even if the crypto firm failed. 15
As many are now learning the hard way, the risks of these arrangements are materially
different than their representations.
In these examples, skeuomorphism is not a bridge, but a disguise. Using the familiar to
introduce something novel can downplay or mask the risks involved and establish false
expectations. In time, people get hurt. I encourage everyone to read the letters that Celsius
clients sent to the bankruptcy judge 16 in its ongoing case, to get a sense of the real-world impacts
when skeuomorphic marketing gives way to harsh reality.
Lens #2: “Integration”: Efficiency or Commingling?
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In addition to being the Acting Comptroller of the Currency, I am a member of the
Financial Stability Oversight Council (FSOC). My views on financial stability issues are highly
informed by my experiences as a financial regulator during the 2008 financial crisis.
This past July, FTX, one of the largest centralized crypto exchanges in the U.S.,
submitted a presentation to the FSOC in response to outreach on the digital assets Executive
Order. 17 The arguments in the presentation caught my attention because they presumed that
integrating crypto and TradFi would enhance finance stability.
I could not disagree more.
Crypto today is an immature industry based on an immature technology. I am not saying
this disparagingly. In a recent interview, Vitalik Buterin, the founder of Ethereum, called crypto
today a “nascent baby.” 18 The promises of programmability, composability, and tokenization are
intriguing and could, in theory, help solve a range of problems in the financial system while
unlocking significant efficiency and economic potential. 19 But that promise cannot mask the
lack of clarity on basic things like ownership, the ever-changing landscape of consensus
mechanisms and technology, and the unabating volume of scams, hacks, and fraud.
Integrating an immature crypto industry with a mature TradFi system without guardrails
and gates would be imprudent. 20 Any incremental gains in efficiency and convenience would be
heavily outweighed by the increase in cross-contagion and systemic risk.
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Even integration within the crypto industry itself warrants attention from financial
stability regulators. The largest crypto players today want to provide an increasingly broad range
of services seamlessly under one roof for their customers: digital wallets; buying and selling
crypto; crypto custody; staking crypto for yield; crypto margin lending; trading crypto
derivatives; holding fiat; borrowing and payments with a credit card; direct deposit of paychecks;
facilitating peer to peer payments; issuing stablecoins; and creating, collecting, and connecting to
NFTs. 21
While commingling these activities may offer convenience for consumers and cost
savings for crypto firms, conflicts abound and the riskiest activity threatens the whole bundle. 22
Consider the recent failures of Three Arrows Capital, Celsius, and Voyager Digital. All three
engaged in a range of crypto activities, from crypto custody to borrowing and lending to
proprietary trading. 23 Each failed due to imprudently managed concentrations of risk—
essentially prop trading bets, which only became fully evident after the bankruptcy filings began.
They were only as strong as their weakest link. The more links there are under a single platform,
the higher the risk of contagion across them.
For the financial regulators in the room, a skeuomorphic description may help put this in
perspective. The risk of contagion within a crypto platform is akin to the probability of default
(PD) of a bank. The risk of cross-contagion between crypto and TradFi is akin to the loss given
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default (LGD). The systemic risk posed by crypto is PD times LGD. To mitigate systemic risk,
PD and LGD need to be limited.
In layman’s terms, until crypto matures and appropriate guardrails and gates are put in
place, it would be wise to limit the scope of activities commingled within a single crypto firm—a
limit on the PD—and to limit integration of crypto and TradFi—a limit on the LGD.
Lens #3: Data
Step one of risk management is to identify risk. Looking for skeuomorphism and
commingling may generate productive results in this regard. Step two of risk management is to
monitor risk.
To date, regulators have relied on supervisory processes to monitor banks’ exposures to
crypto and to gain visibility into their crypto activities. At the OCC, institutions seeking to
engage in any of the crypto-asset activities that we have determined are permissible must first
obtain a supervisory non-objection. 24 To receive a non-objection, an institution must
demonstrate that it can conduct the proposed activity safely, soundly, and fairly. The FDIC and
Federal Reserve have adopted a similar approach, helping to maintain a level playing field across
the banking system. 25
While this approach has been effective in monitoring banks’ crypto-related activities,
further enhancements may be needed to track the risk of cross-contagion. A structured and
recurring gathering of quantitative data focused on the nexus between banks and crypto could
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help ensure that regulators have an accurate and complete view of the risk. The OCC is
considering ways to support periodic and ongoing information gathering so that we can continue
to understand the prevalence and scope of crypto-asset exposures and interconnectedness at our
supervised institutions.
In addition, gathering data from crypto firms and platforms on their activities with TradFi
institutions (like banks) would give financial stability regulators a fuller picture of what’s going
on, thus enabling more effective surveillance of financial stability risks. In the U.S., such
monitoring could be conducted by the Office of Financial Research (OFR). Given the borderless
nature of crypto, international coordination on this front could also be warranted and helpful to
consider. 26
Conclusion
My job as a bank regulator and member of the FSOC is to identify risks to banking and to
the financial system. With crypto, looking for skeuomorphisms, commingling, and data gaps can
help in that endeavor.
Until crypto matures, we need to be careful and cautious in how we allow TradFi and
crypto to interact. Some have argued that “bringing crypto into the regulatory perimeter” would
help tame it. It depends on whose terms it is brought in. Later today, I will be providing remarks
to Harvard Law School and the Program on International Financial Systems. There I will
explore this topic in more detail and argue for an approach that utilizes guardrails and gates. 27
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